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Andrej Kuznyetski

Andrej Kuznyetski is a player character played by Charmaylarg.

Andrej Kuznyetski
Species & Gender: Nepleslian1) Male

Date of Birth: YE 8
Organization: National Police Force of Nepleslia
Occupation: Designated Tactical Response Teams

Rank: Lieutenant
Current Placement: 13th Precinct

Physical Description

Andrej is a perfect example of nepleslia's ganger culture, All wrapped up in an NPF uniform. He is
average in height at a lanky 5“11 and slim with little body fat. His body hair is a dark black but usually
unseen with his hair shaved down to its barest length, No facial hair to speak of, and his eyebrows thin
and poorly grown after having been burned of at some point in his past.

His face is a recovered mess of injuries. From a visibly noticeable twice broken nose, To a visibly offset
jaw full of replaced titanium teeth and an upper lip with a small scar crossing abeam his nose from being
split.

His body is semi muscular but only draws the eye through being plastered with numerous faded black
and blue tattoos that depict everything from a pair of weeping elysians over a burnt flying city parallel to
the nepleslian flag. all the way to various runic markings on his fingers, Arms, shoulders and back that
circle and compliment a large bodyless cats head with a bowler hat smoking a pipe that grins from ear to
ear.

Personality

Andrej is an unusually bright person despite his checkered past. There's very little that phases or upsets
him, Making him appear to always have a bright outlook on life despite how dire a situation might be.

History

Andrej Kuznyetski was born in YE 8.

Andrejs past is as strange as he is. Most of his life was spent between periods of traveling the planet, Or
as a street ganger for a kuznyetski street gang as muscle and enforcement.
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He spent most of his early years travelling planet nepleslia on an adventure trip no kuzynyetski could
ever say they matched at the time. travelling between cities and settlements, Fighting and wreaking
havoc across future imperiums capitol.

Reds, ID-SOLs, Mutants, Nekos, Aberwhere. There was no limit to who he would provoke in his thrill
seeking. Sometimes leaving him beaten and bloody, Other times leaving lasting memories and new
comrades seeking all the same thrills as him. When he wasnt travelling and fighting under the mistlefoe,
andrej was working as muscle or as an enforcer for a kuznyetski street gang that included most of his
family and was lead by his grandmother who raised him, Babu.

in this gang he enjoyed a more contained version of his thrill for fighting. Often times targeted at rival
gangs or companies looking to move into the kuznyetski quarter they operated in.

It was in this gang Andrej would often times come across the precursor to the NPF and its officers. One of
which being an old man who would often beat andrej harder than any in his travels. This old man would
quickly become over time andrejs rival, Mentor, And eventually recruiter into what would someday
become the organized NPF at large. turning the kuznyetski ganger and travelling fighter into a honed and
focused officer for justice, and even one of the very first candidates for traing into the DTR where he
resides to this day…

Social Connections

Andrej Kuznyetski is connected to: Andrej somehow knows most everybody he comes across in some
capacity or another despite never being off-world.

Skills Learned

=== Communications === 2)

Fighting/physical

Leadership

=== Rogue === 3)

Vehicles

Strategy
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Inventory & Finance

Andrej Kuznyetski has the following items:

Uniform

Black Trousers made from a fire retardant Nylon/Cotton polymer material.
Dark Grey short sleeve button up creased shirt made from the same material.
Black Leather gunbelt.
Black, Shined shin-high leather boots.
Dark Grey wool trenchcoat (Winter)
Black Patrol cap with the NPF badge emblazoned on the front and the officers name and rank on
the back

Weapons

Zen Armaments Assault Rifle vz. 1 (chambered for NAM 6.8 x 43mm)
Styrling Nova Pistol

Body Armor

High Risk Response Tactical Suit

Tools and Other Equipment

cablecam
AwesomeCorp DataJockey
NAM Infantry Grenades

binoculars
Plasticuffs
Earbud radios

OOC Notes

Can be used by any nepleslian GM in any NPF plot or thread.

In the case Charmaylarg becomes inactive:

Can this character be used as an NPC by a GM or FM? YES
Can this character be adopted after I am gone for a year? YES
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Character Data
Character Name Andrej Kuznyetski
Character Owner Charmaylarg

1)

Kuznetski
2)

trade
3)

Lockpicking
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